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ABSTRACT: Biodegradable polymers reinforced with cellulose-based natural fibers are of high
strategic necessities toward the environment preservation acts. Numerous studies have reported the
formulation of polylactic acid based bio-degradable micro-composites loaded with natural fibers.
However, the use of high natural filler content has been shown to be an underlying challenge in terms
of bio-based composites’ processability. This study mainly aims at the processability of thermoplastic
bio-degradable composites of polylactic acid/Kenaf using a two-roller calendering machine on the melt
mixing manner assisted with high shear forces. The results indicated successful processing of the green
composites containing 0-30 wt% of kenaf using the sheet forming process from direct mixing of kenaf
and polylactic acid granules. It was shown that the tensile modulus increased by 130% and the density
of the parts decreased by ~10% at the filler loading of 30 wt% with respect to the neat polylactic acid
whilst the tensile strength decreased irrespective of the filler loading. The results further showed the
melting temperature decreases supporting better processability by increasing the kenaf fraction. The
crystallization against the decrease in the density was correlated to the decrease in the toughness of the
parts. Moreover, the morphology and structural studies whilst supporting the changes in mechanical
performance supported the effect of processing on the fillers orientation and the possible presence of
agglomerated phase at higher filler loadings.

1- Introduction
Besides many other applications, green bio-degradable
composites whose components are usually extracted from
natural resources are used in packaging industries as well
as the development of green technologies such as structure
sectors, automotive industries, or even fields such as bioand tissue engineering [1, 2]. The scission of polymer
chains due to microbial attack through enzymatic actions of
microorganisms leading to hydrolysis results in degradation
and decomposition of bio-degradable composites. This
generation of green materials is able to be recycled when
made of bio-degradable polymers or be applied as a surface
coating in the design and fabrication of automotive body parts
with bio-degradable properties in the form of sheets or thin
films. The main challenge is the persistence of petroleumbased polymers, lack of landfills, and shortage of petroleum
resources, and further extended to destroying the environment
and animals‘ life. Moreover, growing awareness of global
environmental factors integrated with a sustainable economy,
ecoefficiency, and the need for green engineering and thus
products have spurred motivation for the use of advanced
technologies and emerging bio-based materials compatible
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with the environment. This impetus has urged a significant
body of studies reported elsewhere in the literature [3, 4].
Biofibers together with biodegradable polymers have
been introduced as a replacement for non-recyclable and
non-renewable polymers that in many aspects could be
competitive with synthetic traditional composites. Although
natural fibers including jute, sisal, kenaf, and hemp may offer
lower strength and modulus compared to glass or metallic
fibers, the goal is mainly the development of bio-degradable
sheets where mechanical strength is of lower importance
with respect to their applications [5, 6]. On the other hand,
petroleum-based polymers as traditional ones such as
polypropylene, polyethylene, polyester, and epoxy have been
largely used in the development of composites. However,
today’s applications such as those in packaging and farming
call for bio-degradable polymers [7, 8]. In terms of costs and
accessibility, substitutes for bio-degradable polymers should
be taken into consideration. One main factor leading to the
high cost of biodegradable composites is the processing
technique itself. Wide applications and demand for such green
composites thus have urged novel processing methods for their
extended volume production. Even though the main purpose
of developing composites is to improve their mechanical
and physical properties such as stiffness, and processability,
the introduction of more advanced techniques thus needs
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Fig. 1. (a) Representative Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) image of kenaf fiber, (b) embedded single
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of kenafand
fiber,
(b) embedded
fiberFig.
cross-sectional
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within PLA
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(c-e)image
as-received
chopped
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before the melt mixing process
single fiber cross-sectional fracture within PLA polymer matrix, and (c-e) as-received and chopped kenaf

fibers
before
the melt incorporates
mixing process
further investigation toward the fabrication of
sheets
or thin
the fabrication of PLA micro-composites
sheets with kenaf fiber as the reinforcing phase to assess the
films with biodegradable properties. Bio-polymers including
feasibility of a two-roller mixer in regard to the enhancement
Polylactic Acid (PLA), cellulose esters, soy-based plastic,
of PLA wetting ability at the interface of fibers following
starch plastic, xanthan, or those derived from vegetable oils
the dispersion/distribution level of the filers linked with
and bio-based resins, etc. have been extensively employed
tensile and thermal properties of the fabricated sheets. It is
for the fabrication of green composites [9-11]. Although
hypothesized the high shear forces applied by the rolls through
extensive studies have been reported on the effect of
the composite melt coupled with the thermal experience
various natural fillers on the mechanical properties of PLA
exposed by heating rolls around the melt temperature of the
reinforced composites, most of the research has incorporated
compounds result in the fabrication of uniform homogenous
bulk fabrication of the parts per specific standards that may
sheets of enhanced stiffness. The changes in the crystallization
not be necessarily representative of end-use products due
and morphology of the fabricated parts were then used to
to the different geometry and shape besides the size effect
better understand the mechanical performance of the sheets
differences in terms of performance [6, 9, 12, 13]. Another
against the changes in kenaf fiber. The current study may be
main challenge in the fabrication of bio-based composites is
considered a breakthrough in the development of thin sheet
the lack of enough wettability of polymers when traditional
green composites based on melt mixing utilizing calendering
techniques such as extrusion injection molding are used due
technique whilst the interrelation amongst mechanical,
mainly to the increased viscosity of the melted compound
thermal, and structural behavior of the specimens are
or less fluidity of polymer melt within the mold due to the
highlighted to give better insight toward the feasibility of the
absence of shear forces in the case of hot press technique [13,
process.
14]. This unfavorable effect is even more intensified when
high natural filler weight fractions are to be used. The latter
2- Experimental
will result in poor interfacial interaction and adhesion leading
2- 1- Materials
to imperfect load transfer from the matrix to the fiber and thus
For the fabrication of the bio-degradable composites,
low mechanical performance [15-19].
PLA granules produced by KAS Gmbh (Australia) were
The main focus of this work is examining the feasibility
used as the bio-based matrix material. Natural kenaf fiber
of two roller mixer calendering as a high shear melt mixing
(imported from Malaysia) with a diameter as represented in
process in the fabrication of bio-degradable thermoplastic
Fig. 1 was purchased from a local supplier. The figure shows
sheets supported by the overall mechanical and thermal
a representative morphology and geometry of the fibers
response of the fabricated parts. This research, therefore,
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Fig. 2. Sheet processing of cellulose based PLA composites using two rollers calendering machine: (a) the roller device, (b)
composite
rolled within
gapcomposites
between twousing
rotating
under high
shear forces,
Fig.
2. Sheet compound
processingmelt
of cellulose
basedthe
PLA
twoheated
rollersrolls
calendering
machine:
(a)
and (c) a representative bio-based PLA composite after removal from rolls. (Photo courtesy of the Polymer and
Nanocomposites
Lab, Isfahan
of Technology,
Isfahan,
Iran)
the roller device, (b)
composite compound
meltUniversity
rolled within
the gap between
two
rotating heated rolls

under high shear forces, and (c) a representative bio-based PLA composite after removal from rolls.
(Photo courtesy of the Polymer and Nanocomposites Lab, Isfahan University of Technology, Isfahan,

used in this research [20]. The fractured surface of a single
Finally, the fabricated kenaf/PLA sheets were removed from
kenaf fiber embedded within the PLA matrix upon a brittle
the surface of rollers after the compound solidification during
Iran)
impact test is represented in Fig. 1(b) demonstrating the fibril
an air cool condition after around 45 minutes when the rolls’
structure of the fiber. Figs. 1 (c-e) depict the actual shape of
temperature reached the glass transition temperature of the
the kenaf used in the melt mixing process before and after
composite compound. Fig. 2 represents the calendering setbeing chopped with no use of surface chemical modification.
up and processing in the fabrication of the specimens in this
study. The roller device used in the fabrication of kenaf/PLA
2- 2- Fabrication
of
bio-degradable
Kenaf/PLA
sheets with the nominal power of 1500 watt, 5-60 rpm, rolls
composites
length/diameter of 40/15, and gap of 0-5 mm is depicted
As received kenaf with no further functionalization and
in Fig. 2(a). The processing of bio-based sheets of PLA
chemical treatment was used as the bio-based filler. However,
during the calendering process and the final sheet specimen
to ensure the removal of moisture present in the fibers, the
followed by air cooling of the thermoplastic composite sheet
kenaf fillers were vacuum dried within a vacuum oven at 80
of cellulose based PLA on the two-roller calendering are
ͦC for 1 hr. The fibers then were chopped into ~ 2-3 mm length
shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c), respectively. As clearly seen from
above the critical length of fibers estimated in our previous
the figure, successful fabrication of homogenous high-ratio
work reported in [21]. It is noted that the critical length of
content reinforced sheets of uniform thickness is exhibited.
fibers plays a key role in the interfacial load transfer at the
interface of filler/polymer and the length depends on the
2- 3- Characterization of kenaf/PLA composites
quality of the interfacial surface, the tensile strength, and the
2- 3- 1- Tensile properties of kenaf/PLA composites
aspect ratio of the fiber [22]. The bio-degradable composite
Mechanical behavior including the tensile modulus,
sheets of PLA reinforced with 0 to 30 wt% (weight fraction in
tensile strength, and strain at break of the PLA reinforced
percent) of kenaf were fabricated with direct melt blending of
with kenaf fiber was evaluated according to the ASTM D882
kenaf fibers and PLA using a calendering machine under the
test method using a universal tensile testing machine (Sanaf
simultaneous presence of heat and shear forces with rollers
Co., Iran). The specimens in the form of composite strips
temperature of ~ 150 ͦC at 5-10 rpm. To ensure enhanced
were cut measuring 120×12 mm2 and a thickness below 1
dispersion/distribution of the kenaf fiber within the PLA melt,
mm (an average of 500 μm). It is noted that due to the free
the process was continued for 30 minutes. Based on the process
contraction of polymeric sheets in the air after the calendering
specific ability to implement high shear forces on the kenaf/
process, unlike other fabrication processes as seen in the
PLA blend, the process proved to be successful in complete
case of extrusion-injection molding as well as limitations in
wetting of the kenaf surface by the PLA melt even at higher
the resolution of the displacing ruler (used to adjust the gap
kenaf loadings. The processing window of the fabrication
distance), the thickness of the fabricated composites varied
stage followed the melting behavior of the composites upon
around the said average value as reported. Three tensile
the thermal analysis performed as reported in the next part.
test specimens were cut from each composite sheet at least
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X c (%)

an average of two specimens were reported. Measurements
were obtained at the deformation rate of 2.54 mm/min at the
ambient temperature. It is noted that to calculate the modulus,
the very initial points on the stress-strain curves were
discarded due to the possibility of initial non-uniform tension
in specimens. Then data points in the very linear region were
selected and data fitted using a software linear function. The
slope was recorded as the tensile modulus.
2- 3- 2- Thermal behavior of the composites
The thermal properties of the composites including
melting temperature, the heat of enthalpy, crystallization
behavior, and the glass transition temperature (Tg) were
assessed using the Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
method on DSC equipment (Sanaf Co., Iran) per the ASTM
D3418. The thermal analysis was conducted utilizing the
temperature ramp from the ambient to 200 ͦC with the heating
rate of 10 ͦC/min under the constant flow rate of dry nitrogen.
The samples measured around 10-20 mgr for each test. The
crystallinity of the kenaf/PLA composites, Xc, was estimated
using Eq. (1) as follows:


X c (%)

Hm

H 0 (1wt %)

100

(1)
(1)

where Hm is the heat of fusion (melt/or solidification
enthalpy) obtained
k  from the DSC trace during the endothermic
Lt 
transition,
wt% is the filler content in weight fraction, H0 is
 of the fully crystalline PLA taken(2)~
the enthalpy 
ofcos
melting
93.7 J/gr [23].
2- 3- 3- Morphology of the composites
The morphology of the fractured surface of the samples
including the quality of kenaf dispersion and distribution
within the PLA phase were examined utilizing the Scanning
Electron Microscope (SEM) technique using FE-SEM
QUANTA FEG 450 (USA). The fractured surface of the
kenaf/PLA composites was gold sputtered before the SEM
analysis to avoid charging effects on the non-conductive
surface of the samples.
2- 3- 4- Microstructure and crystals analysis
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) technique was performed to
identify the structure of the PLA biocomposites reinforced
with kenaf fibers and the crystallization characteristics of
the composites. The XRD analysis was employed using
XRD equipment with a Cu Kα radiation source (λ= 1.5418
Å) generating X-rays. The bio-composite specimens were
scanned in the 2θ range from 5° to 70° with a 0.02° step size.
The X-ray equipment was operated at 40 kV and 30 mA. The
XRD spectra, peak location, and peaks intensity were used for
the estimation of the lamella thickness of crystals according to
the Debye-Scherrer’s formula as expressed by Eq. (2) and the
full width at half maximum of the predominant characteristic
peak diffractions observed through the XRD patterns within
the 2θ range.
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where Lt is the lamella thickness, K is the crystal shape
factor taken as 0.9, λ is the wavelength of the X-ray radiation
(0.154 nm), β is the full width at half maximum, and θ is
the peak position of the XRD pattern diffractions as the
crystallites characteristic peak.
2- 3- 5- Density measurement
To assess the stiffness of the specimens and understand
the correlation between the structure and overall tensile
response upon the addition of kenaf fiber, the relative density
of the fabricated kenaf/PLA parts was evaluated using a
4-digit densitometer on the bases of the Archimedes’ method.
The density of at least three samples cut from the composite
sheets from the entire thickness was characterized and the
average value was reported. The density of neat kenaf fibers
was also measured for the sake of comparison. To ensure the
absence of artificial errors due to the presence of bubbles and
air gap between the specimens and the immersed tray, the
surface of the specimens was thoroughly wetted before the
experiments.
3- Results and Discussion
3- 1- Tensile properties of kenaf/PLA composites
The stress-strain curves of the kenaf/PLA composites
fabricated are shown in Fig. 1. As understood, the addition
of kenaf resulted in a decrease in the tensile strength of
the specimens. The findings could be associated with the
imperfect bonding at the interface of kenaf/PLA at rather
high filler ratios of 10-30 wt%. This occurs mainly due to
the lower ability of the polymer to perfectly wet the surface
of the kenaf. Moreover, it should be noted that as mentioned
earlier the kenaf used in this experiment did not experience
any functionalization and was used as received. A key factor
in the presence of the lower load transfer at the interface
could be ascribed to the rather hydrophobic nature of the
PLA as reportedly around 70° to 85° with respect to that of
the surface kenaf fiber being more hydrophilic being ~ 55°
[24-26]. This difference may be another reason supporting
the dropped tensile strength of the composites with the
addition of kenaf. The results further exhibited that with
the addition of kenaf wt% the strain at break and thus the
toughness of the specimens decreased. However, it is
believed that considering the actual application of the PLA
based composites in packaging industries and kenaf as an
inexpensive replacement for PLA, the decrease in tensile
properties needs to be justified and in case of the need for
better improvement of the composites, surface treatment,
and fiber surface fictionalization with use of NaOH or other
alkaline treatment should be conducted [20].
Fig. 4 illustrates the tensile modulus and tensile
strength of the kenaf/PLA composites in Figs. 4(a) and (b),
respectively, summarizes the finding reported in Fig. 3. It can
be understood from Fig. 4(a) that unlike the changes in the
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content
content
tensile strength as depicted in Fig. 4(b), the tensile modulus
of the composites increases upon the addition of kenaf. This
expected result further confirms the rule of mixtures where
the addition of high modulus fiber modifies the properties
of composites. Considering the decrease in the density of
the parts against the addition of filler as shown in the next
parts, the ratio of modulus to weight is further increased as

a desirable property in structural designs. It is noted that the
tensile strength is much more sensitive to the hydrophobic
nature of PLA which may contribute to the formation of
imperfect interfacial sites and micro-bubbles around the filler
[22]. The findings will be discussed in the next part when the
crystallization behavior of the specimens needs to be more
tightly related to the observed mechanical properties. The
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Fig.5.
5. DSC
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in the
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as a function
of the kenaf
Fig.
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thekenaf/
kenaf/PLA
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composites
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the heating
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of thewt%
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wt%
Table 1. Thermal and crystallization properties of the kenaf PLA composites in the heating scan as a
Table 1. Thermal and crystallization properties of the kenaf PLA composites in the heating
of theofkenaf
wt%wt%
scanfunction
as a function
the kenaf

Sample
Pure PLA
10wt%Kenaf
20wt%Kenaf
30wt%Kenaf

Tg
℃

66.3
70.0
70.0
58.1

Tm
Onset
℃
127.0
124.7
118.7
123.4

broad standard deviation about the average in the case of 30
wt% reinforced PLA can be attributed to the inhomogeneous
texture of the PLA composite sheets due to the non-uniform
distribution of high filler content within the matrix. It is
noteworthy to mention that higher degrees of kenaf wt%
adversely influence the wetting ability of polymer and
possible crystal nucleating sites due to a lack of enough
interfacial polymer [11, 27, 28].
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Tm
Final
℃
171.0
169.0
167.7
167.9

Tm
℃

152.4
152.2
148.5
147.6

ΔH
J/gr

X%

25.5
21.2
21.6
17.9

27.2
25.2
28.8
27.3

3- 2- Thermal behavior of kenaf/PLA bio-composites
Fig. 5. represents the DSC thermograms over the heating
scan of the kenaf/PLA composites. As seen, two underlying
transition zones as endothermic phase transformation are
observed. It is shown that upon the heating scan all composite
systems exhibit the Tg and melting point at their expected
temperatures. The results have been summarized in Table 1.
It is noted that a rather large exothermic peak appears in the
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case of all composites associated with the cold crystallization
behavior of the composites before the enthalpy zone of
melting near the onset of melting at around 118 to 124 ͦC.
The imperfect crystallization behavior of the specimens is
responsible for the cold crystallization and is correlated to the
cooling conditions of the polymer and composites after the
calendering process [29, 30].
It is hypothesized that due to air cool conditions and,
thus, the rapid cooling during the solidification, the polymer
phase would be in shortage of time to be transformed into
crystalline lamella. This phenomenon is suggested to be more
serious in the case of pure PLA due to its possible higher
thermal conductivity than the reinforced composites. On the
other hand, in the case of kenaf reinforced PLA the enthalpy
of the cold crystallization decreases with the addition of
kenaf wt%. This finding can be explained by the fact that
when the filler is incorporated into the PLA matrix, the lower
rate of heat transfer impedes sudden cooling conditions
which will contribute to the development of higher degrees
of crystallization, greater thickness of lamella, and, thus, the
existence of more perfect crystals when the kenaf content
grows compared to the case of the neat PLA. However, it
should be noted that there exist several factors competing
against the formation of crystals in reinforced composites.
For instance, with the addition of fillers, the reinforcement
phase acts as impeding sites that interfere with the crystals’
growth as the crystalline spherulites impinge on one another
during the formation. Furthermore, at higher filler loadings,
the possibility of agglomerated phase is inevitable. The
latter leads to a decrease in the available surface of fillers
as acting sites for the formation of crystals. The factors
mentioned could adversely or synergistically contribute to the
overall crystallization behavior of semi-crystalline polymer
composites [27, 31, 32].
Table 1 represents the summary of the results obtained
from the DSC analysis. As understood, there is an initial
increase in the Tg of the composites followed by a decrease
in the Tg value. The findings are attributed to the developed
interfacial interactions at the interface of kenaf/PLA that
impede the free movement of polymer chains contributing to
the increase in the Tg. However, upon the addition of greater
kenaf content, the agglomeration of filler and lower degrees
of the wetted surface of kenaf only partially influence the
polymer chain mobilization and thus the decrease in the Tg
[33-35].
The DSC results also confirm the highest degree of
crystallization in the case of 20 wt% kenaf. However, it can
be understood that the addition of fillers acted like nucleating
agents leading to the formation of crystallites. The greater
value of crystallization in the case of pure polymer is related
to the pinning effect of the filler against the nucleation
ability provided in the formation of spherulites [36]. These
compromising effects explain variations in the modulus and
the decrease observed in the tensile strength of the kenaf/PLA
specimens fabricated. As shown in Table 1, an overall decrease
in the melting temperature is observed that is correlated to
the thinner lamella thickness generated during the fabrication

process. This observation could be well explained by the
impeding effect of kenaf against the crystallite growth and
thus the presence of the thinner crystals [32]. The results
could be further supported by the XRD analysis as described
in the next parts.
3- 3- Specific density
One of the key goals of the current research was the
development of kenaf-based bio-composites of high
stiffness. One needs to keep in mind that the stiffness of a
part incorporates two simultaneous factors; one goes for the
mechanical response such as the modulus and the second
the lightness of the part. As shown in Fig. 6, the specific
density with the addition of kenaf decreases, which in turn
contributed to the stiffness of the parts. The specific density
values have been summarized in Table 2. Considering the
enhanced modulus of the composites systems with increasing
the filler content, it could be easily shown the ratio of the
modulus to the weight of specimens obviously increase
with filler content. The results confirm that the kenaf has a
favorable effect on the stiffness of the part fabricated by the
calendering process in this work. It should be noted that a
portion of the decrease in the density might be stemmed from
the imperfect bonding and suppressed wettability of polymer
at high kenaf content. Whilst this undesired effect led to the
decrease in the tensile performance of the parts, in terms of
the modulus this lowered density assists in the increase in the
stiffness of the parts.
Through a simple calculation one may understand that by
the consideration of the stiffness definition, the addition of
kenaf fiber up to 30 wt% will increase the modulus to density
ratio by around 200% with respect to that of neat PLA.
3- 4- XRD micro-structural analysis of kenaf/PLA specimens
XRD experiments were conducted to give better insight
into the correlations amongst the microstructure and eventual
mechanical and thermal response of the fabricated biocomposites against the increase in the PLA content. Fig. 7
represents the XRD pattern of the kenaf/PLA composite
sheets processed by the calendering device as the melt
mixing step in this study. The XRD characteristic values of
the melt mixed parts are summarized in Table 3. The findings
confirm that there exists no predominant crystallization
characteristic peak in the case of neat PLA sheets whilst the
dominant amorphous region of the PLA is observable by an
amorphous halo as frequently reported in the case of PLA
based biocomposites [37]. This broad amorphous hill is
exhibited by all composite systems irrespective of the filler
loading used and ranges from ~10ͦ to 25ͦ as shown through
the XRD patterns. The absence of any crystallization peak
associated with the PLA phase suggests the PLA chains have
been incompletely ordered and packed resulting in a rather
low degree of crystallization correlated to the PLA region as
earlier shown by the DSC analysis represented in Table 1.
The lower crystallinity of the specimens could be ascribed
to the high cooling rate of the reinforced polymer melt
during the calendering process where, unlike in the case of
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Fig.Fig.
6. Specific
specimenswith
withthe
theaddition
addition
kenaf
content
6. Specificdensity
densityofofthe
thekenaf/PLA
kenaf/PLA specimens
of of
kenaf
content

Table2.2.Specific
Specificdensity
density values
values of the
Table
the fabricated
fabricated kenaf/PLA
kenaf/PLAsheets
sheets

Sample

Density

Pure PLA
10wt%Kenaf
20wt%Kenaf
30wt%Kenaf
Pure Kenaf fiber

1.22±0.001
1.16±0.003
1.15±0.003
1.10±0.0001
1.08

injection molded parts, the melt exposure to air expedites the
solidification of the sheets leading to amorphous chains with
less time available to be accommodated as orderly packed
phases so far called the crystalline region. Fig. 7 further
demonstrates the appearance of kenaf fiber characteristic
peaks forming on the halo amorphous peak of PLA around
two separate 2θ angles of ~15ͦ and 22ͦ. As clearly shown,
these characteristic peaks are markedly intensified with
the addition of greater kenaf loading as reported also in
Table 3. As reported elsewhere, the peak is associated with
the cellulose Iβ phase within the kenaf structure [31]. As
understood from Table 3, no changes in the d-spacing of
kenaf predominant crystals nor the creation of other types of

394

gr
mm3

crystals are observed when the sheets have experienced the
calendering process under severe shear stresses.
It should be mentioned that the kenaf fibers used in
the current research have not experienced any chemical
modification. So, it is expected that the kenaf fibers consist
of hemicellulose and lignin as amorphous polymers resulting
in no changes in the crystallization of the fibers upon
calendering melt mixing process as expected. It is further
shown by Fig. 7 and the characteristic parameters reported
in Table 3 that upon the addition of kenaf from 10 wt% to
20 wt%, a decrease in the intensity peak associated with
the first and second 2θ angles occurs. This finding supports
better dispersion of the kenaf phase in the case of 20 wt%
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Fig.
7. XRD
patterns
purePLA
PLA and
bio-composites
Fig. 7.
XRD
patterns
ofofpure
andKenaf/PLA
Kenaf/PLA
bio-composites

Table 3. XRD characteristic 2θ angles and crystallinity index of composite components exhibiting by

Table 3. XRD characteristic 2θ angles and crystallinity index of composite components exhibiting by the
pure
PLA
and
kenaf/PLA
filled
withwith
10 to
of kenaf
fibersfibers
the
pure
PLA
and
kenaf/PLA
filled
1030towt%
30 wt%
of kenaf
First peak
2θͦ a
P.Ib
(a.u)

Sample

16.7

Pure PLA

a

10wt%Kenaf
20wt%Kenaf
30wt%Kenaf

2-theta (degree)

b

-

295.
2
-

Peak intensity

PLA

Kenaf

Second peak
2θ (ͦ)a
P.Ib
(a.u)

32.5

35.4

First peak
2θͦ a
P.Ib
(a.u)

-

-

-

33.6
33.3
34.1

33.7
37.0
173.6

15.8
15.7
15.7

467.2
464.7
657.1

22.1
21.8
22.1
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2θͦ a

Second peak
P.Ib
(a.u)

-

373.9
350.8
1093.1
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Fig. 8. SEM micrographs of neat PLA composites fractured surface at different magnifiFig. 8. SEM micrographs
of neat PLA composites fractured surface at different magnifications
cations

kenaf content. The latter is explained by the fact that with the
addition of rigid fillers, the melt viscosity of the compound
existing within the calendering rolls increases which leads to
the increase in the shear forces applied to the polymer melt
[28, 32]. This effect in turn will contribute to the destruction
of agglomerated phase as confirmed by the SEM images as
explained later in this work. Moreover, upon the addition of
kenaf fibers, the specimens lead to a greater degree of filler
alignment, which, in turn, results in lower peak intensity.
However, with further increase of the kenaf content, the
presence of a severe agglomeration phase is inevitable as
later shown via the SEM results. The effect of kenaf bundles
or entangled phase could be, thus, interrelated to the increase
in the crystallization followed by the decrease in the degree of
crystallinity as the filler content increases as shown in Table
1. The changes in the crystallization could be thus correlated
to the kenaf surface available for the polymer chains as
a nucleating site for crystallite formation. Above this, as a
deteriorating secondary effect, a high degree of kenaf fibers
impose unfavorable pinning sites that constrain the crystal
formation. The finding is in good agreement with the
unchanged melt temperature of the specimens upon addition
of kenaf at higher filler loading as understood from Table
1 and Fig. 5. As the secondary mechanism, the interphase
region can act a reinforcing factor contributing to the elastic
response of composites.
As reported frequently, the presence of the agglomerated
phase results in suppressed interfacial filler/polymer
interactions and thus the formation lower amount of rigid
interphase [38-40]. The latter could be a reason for the
decrease in the overall elastic response of the fabricated
specimens at higher kenaf loadings. The finding is in good
agreement with the decrease in the Tg of the bio-composites
when the sheets are reinforced with rather high filler content
as understood from Table 1.
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3- 5- Morphology of the kenaf/PLA bio-composites
The SEM photomicrographs of pure PLA fractured surface
perpendicular to the calendering tangential shearing force
direction are represented in Fig. 8. It is clearly understood
that a majority of the surface involves a smooth brittle
fracture nature as attributed to the nature of PLA as a brittle
bio-based polymer. Fig. 9 depicts the SEM micrographs of
the kenaf/PLA composites fractured surface filled with 10
wt% of kenaf representing different magnifications. The fiber
region is clearly shown in the figure exhibiting rather random
orientation of the kenaf fibers within the matrix. Moreover, it
is clearly shown that no filler pull-out exists upon applying
impact load confirming strong interfacial bonding at the
interface of kenaf and PLA whilst longitudinal breakage
of fibers appears upon the fracture. In addition, it could be
represented that no or few agglomerated sites are present,
which is mainly ascribed to the low kenaf content of 10wt%
and, thus, enhanced wettability of polymer melt during the
melt mixing step as the calendering process is performed. It is
noted that the finding is in good agreement with other structural
analyses performed in the study. First, the XRD curves show
a rather flat characteristic peak in the case of 10 wt% filled
composites exhibiting a minimal presence of agglomerated
phase. Second, the DSC results exhibit the improved glass
transition of the 10 wt% kenaf/PLA composites with respect
to other cases. As the Tg is linked to the immobilization of
the amorphous phase as a result of interfacial interactions,
the enhanced Tg value could be thought of effective available
surface of the kenaf phase.
It is further confirmed by Figs. 9(b) and (c) that there
exist only a few interfacial voids and detachment sites at the
interface of fibers and PLA suggesting the forced adhesion
of interfacial kenaf and PLA surface resulting from the
compressive forces applied onto the polymer compound
existing between the rolls during the calendering process.
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Fig. 9. SEM micrographs
of the kenaf/PLA
composites
fractured
surface
reinforced
with
Fig. 9. SEM micrographs
of the kenaf/PLA
composites
fractured
surface
reinforced
with10 wt% of kenaf
10 wt% of kenaf content at different magnifications

content at different magnifications

The figure further represents that there is minimal or no
fiber pull-out out of the matrix, which is widely accepted
as the main evidence of poor filler/polymer bonding. The
SEM observations confirmed that even with the addition
of higher kenaf loading, a strong interfacial bonding exists
within the parts as shown later in this work. It is also noted
that as the fiber pull-out mechanism is mainly responsible
for energy consumption [41], the results support the decrease
in the overall elastic response of the kenaf reinforced biocomposites with respect to the neat PLA. The findings thus
demonstrate that the kenaf fibers do not participate in bearing
load transfer from the PLA align the fibers. This could be
better explained by the random orientation of the fillers when
the effective aspect ratio of the fibers has decreased when
the tensile load is not perfectly aligned with the direction of
embedded fibers [42].
The zoomed-in micrograph as illustrated in Fig. 9(d)

shows the presence of kenaf fibrils upon the fracture. Fig. 10
displays the fractured surface of PLA bio-composites filed
with higher filler ratios of 20wt% (Figs. 10(a) and (b)) and
30wt% (Fig. 10(c) and (d)). Whilst the perfect interfacial
bonding still is observable at the filler/matrix, unlike the case
of bio-composites filled with 10wt% of kenaf as described
earlier, rather unidirectionally aligned kenaf fibers are present
over the fractured surface in the case of 20 and 30wt% biocomposites as expressed in Figs. 10(a) and (c). The findings
confirm an enhanced shear tangential shear forces applied
within the rolls’ gap, which is ascribed to increased viscosity
of the compound melt when greater fractions of kenaf have
been incorporated into the PLA [32].
The results revealed could support the improvement in
tensile strength of 20 wt% PLA/composites as earlier reported
in Fig. 4(b). Fig. 10(c) shows the presence of more sites rich
in kenaf fibers compared to specimens filled with 20wt% of
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10. SEM micrographs
of the kenaf/PLA
composites
fractured
surface
reinforced
with
Fig. 10. SEMFig.
micrographs
of the kenaf/PLA
composites
fractured
surface
reinforced
with
(a, b) 20 wt%
(a, b) 20 wt% and (c, d) 30 wt% of kenaf content at different magnifications

and (c, d) 30 wt% of kenaf content at different magnifications
fibers as expected. Although the adhesion at the interface
of a fraction of fibers is clearly exhibited (Fig. 10(d)), the
presence of agglomerated fibers with the lowered wetted
surface is shown in the figure. The latter could explain the
decrease in the tensile response of the fabricated sheets upon
the addition of kenaf beyond 20wt% [43].
4- Conclusion
The feasibility of the melt mixing technique on a tworoller calendering device for the fabrication of kenaf fiber
reinforced PLA based bio-composites was examined.
Kenaf/PLA composite sheets reinforced with a rather
high ratio kenaf content of 0-30 wt% were prepared to
take the advantage of assisting heat and intense shear
forces applied to the melt polymer compound during
the calendering process. The results showed successful
fabrication of the bio-composite sheets supported by the
lowered melting temperature of the filled bio-composites,
which is normally impossible through the utilization of
common methods such as extrusion injection molding or
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hot press due to the decreased wettability of natural fibers
appearing at high filler loadings due to lack intense shear
forces. The results further demonstrated the increased
elastic tensile modulus response of the fabricated parts
with the addition of filler whilst the strength experienced
a decrease due to the formation of agglomeration and
decreased wetting of kenaf fibers at higher filler content.
The observed increased crystallization against the
decrease in the density of the parts with kenaf wt% was
correlated to the decrease in the toughness of the parts.
The morphology and structural studies while supporting
the changes in mechanical performance supported the high
level of dispersion and distribution of the filler and kenaf/
PLA interfacial interactions.
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